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ABSTRACT
The current study aims at analyzing the issue of Copts Rights in Egypt since
the celebration of the January 25 Revolution's Anniversary till the 15th of March 2012.
It looks into the initiatives towards solving the Muslim-Christian tensions in Egypt
that were made in the parties' programs within the elections campaigns to win in 2012
Parliamentary elections and to fore-market their preferable Presidential Candidates in
the first post-revolution presidential elections.
This is a timely topic that helps in predicting the future of Egyptians' national
cohesion per regards to the status of Copts, especially after the rise of Islamic-oriented
parties and their active participation in politics. Content analysis methodology is used
to scrutinize one hundred fifty-five news articles from the two major online news sites
Alwafd.org and Ikhwanonline.com that were key-players during the set timeframe.
The study finds that among all the reforms, projects and promises that were
proposed by the parliamentary and presidential candidates within their campaigns, the
Coptic Question has been profusely addressed and was excessively discussed in
comparison with all other covered topics and political aspects that were covered.
Rhetorical tenor of mentioning Copts varies; despite this, a collaborative compulsion
to the necessity of solving sectarian tensions in Egypt is present.
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CHAPTER 1: CONTEXT AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
I. Objective and Purpose Statement
This study examines to what extent the post-revolution parties' platforms and
speeches highlighted Copts' Rights and issues of religious freedom; furthermore, it
aims to determine how or whether national unity (al-wehda al-watania) was
emphasized as a conflict-resolution proposal for escaping sectarianism and combating
division or fragmentation in the Egyptian citizenship body so as to seed a solid base
on which a better future can grow.
II. Statement of the Research Problem
Religious tensions between Muslims and Christians have long existed in
Egypt, to the extent that in some cities in Egypt the Christians were violently attacked
at some points. This resulted in continuous tensions and disguised resentment
inherited across generations even without experiencing direct discrimination attempts.
“Justice alone will protect the Copts … Justice must be achieved for all and
justice comes about only through, for democracy is the solution” (Al-Aswany, 2011,
p. 98). Pre-revolution, to survive under the corrupt unjust umbrella of the old
authoritarian regime, Copts had to sacrifice the fight for democracy and focus on the
struggle for sectarian autonomy instead.
However, post-revolution and under the slogan of “bread, freedom and social
justice”, Copts expect to regain their civil rights and become reconsidered as principle
components of the Egyptian national civil state and not as a non-Muslim minority.
The following is to check how the newly established post-revolution Egyptian
Political Parties have paid attention to this expectation, addressed the Coptic Rights
topic in their Political Platforms, what promises they made and how they considered
the importance and necessity to resolve the Muslim-Christian tensions in Egypt.
III. Research Question
To what extent did political parties and their candidates in the
parliamentary and presidential elections campaigns address Copts' Rights and
religious freedom issues?
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The investigative question:
What attention was given to Copts' Rights in party and candidate political
positions statements during the parliamentary and presidential elections campaigns?

IV. Hypotheses
H1: The post-revolution Egyptian parties' programs and candidates addressed
the Coptic question in a favorable/positive way within the Parliamentary campaigns.
H2: Post-revolution, party programs and candidates have heavily emphasized
sectarianism and national unity (al-wehda al-watania) in their platforms and speeches.

V. Methodology
Being a relatively recent topic, the political party platforms and party
representatives‟ official online speeches offer the best source of information to answer
the questions above. Content analysis is a methodology used in research to provide a
detailed descriptive investigation to a broad diversity of messages, however elusive,
(Sparks, 2010). It was therefore selected as the research methodology for this study.
The analysis will consider the promises made towards collaboration between
the Coptic community and the to-be-elected state figures to find room for Copts‟
social and political integration. Therefore, content analysis was the best methodology
to utilize as it encodes the human verbal behavior and circumstantial symptoms and
decodes them to a sequential flow of events that contribute to a historical process
(Lasswell et al. 1952; Pool et al. 1952).
Finally, all the available data were „texts‟ reported in articles and periodicals
from public discussions and interviews. Consequently, content analysis was the wisest
approach to limit subjective interpretation of data due to its description as a key nonintrusive technique for analyzing textual 'content' for communicated messages; such
as words, themes, ideas, or symbols (Neumann, 1997, p.272-273).
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The only disadvantage is that content analysis is devoid of a theoretical base to
frame correlations implied in a study, providing flexibility to researcher‟s
interpretation in operationalizing the data assimilated, producing a problematic
analysis and drawing inferences that might negatively affect the society‟s image
(Neuendorf, 2002). However, devoicing the study from generalizations and broad
assumptions about the public response to the examined text, can easily confirm the
study‟s objectivity and validity (Berger, 1998).
However, to overcome this disadvantage and to scientifically analyze the
interpretations of text or the discourse intertextuality, Discourse analysis scientific
research methodology was utilized to be able to test the validity of the first research
hypothesis and check whether "The post-revolution Egyptian parties' programs and
candidates addressed the Coptic question in a favorable/positive way within the
Parliamentary campaigns.".
According to Gee (2011):
I use the term “Discourse”… for ways of combining and integrating language,
actions, interactions, ways of thinking, believing, valuing, and using various
symbols, tools, and objects to enact a particular sort of socially recognizable
identity. (2011:29)
Discourse analysis personifies the language and gives it "identity, relational
and ideational" traits to express itself and project deep intertextual analysis that cannot
be looked-up in a dictionary but has to be read from the hermeneutic implications and
editorial context from which the text is extracted. It can be decomposed into five
genres; negation, discourse representation, metadiscourse, presupposition, and irony
(Fairclough, 1989).
Negation is the kind of discourse classification indicates rejection, denial and
refusal to admitting a fact, and trying to prove it is contrary. Discourse representation
is the kind of discourse classification implies the intention to highlight specific
incidents and support them with direct quotes to enrich their value and hammer their
indications within the audiences' perceptions. Similarly, the data gathered sometimes
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included excessive emphasis on deterrence, oppression and subsidiarity, as if warning
the public of the use of power in case of any disobedience or objection.
Metadiscourses is the kind of discourse classification indicates alienation to
the topic discussed and acting as if writing objectively about it, while proposing the
solutions that mismatch the expected. Presupposition, is kind of discourse
classification implies taking propositions for granted so as to imply that the proposed
wordings are facts; for example “the Zionist threat,” assumes that such a threat exists.
Finally, Irony is the kind of discourse classification indicates “saying one thing and
meaning the opposite.”
Digging deeper into critical Discourse Analysis, positive and negative
discourses have to be differentiated. Positive discourse ignores deficits, adopts
problem-solving scientific thinking, enhances community-belonging, empowers a
virtuous circle and encourages self-regulation and individualistic positivity whose
success, growth and inter-communal trust never awaits authorities' enforcement.
On the contrary, negative discourse focuses on the drawbacks, and their
authoritarian means of elimination through the rule of law and policy enforcement
which detaches the manhood of the audiences and discourage their enthusiasm, intercommunal trust and collaborative actions.
VI. Procedures
To be able to infer justifiable extrapolations from textual data, a hierarchal
plan for content analysis procedures has to be set (Weber, 1990, p.9). Thus, specific
procedures are to be defined in the selected text, depicted and analyzed to reach
systematic testable data and display the results in a rigorous reliable context. Such
procedures include defining the universe, specifying the population and selecting a
particular Unit of Analysis.
a. Defining the Universe
This is the cornerstone to designing the architecture of the whole research and
data gathering process as it defines the scope and limits of the study through
specifying the timeframe and medium of the content (Wimmer & Dominick, 2005).
8

The timeframe of this study is the period of 100 days between the 7th of
December, 2011 and the 15th of March, 2012. This period was selected due to three
main reasons; first, this period marked the commencement of an intensive emphasis
on Copts‟ rights in all political speeches. The 7th of December was the first day of a
week prior to the 2nd round of Parliamentary elections after the success of a vast
majority of members of Islamic parties, Freedom and Justice and Nour parties in the
first round. This triggered Copts‟ fear of the dominance of the uprising Islamic
political forces that might lead to the Islamization of the state.
Thus, candidates‟ electoral campaigns speeches shifted noticeably towards
addressing the Coptic question and confirming the protection of their rights to try to
attract their votes in the following 2nd and 3rd rounds of the parliamentary candidates
elections, from which the constituent assembly was to be elected.
Second, within this period the revolution's first anniversary took place and
parallel incidents of sectarianism as the massacres of the Saints' Church and Maspero,
were recalled. Third, within this period campaigning for the presidential elections had
started and parties started marketing their candidates, specially the FJP and El-Nour
parties after their remarkable success in the Parliament.
Being popular parties of an Islamic background, these parties have made
variable speeches to propagate among the civil society their intention to guarantee
civil rights under the umbrella of Islam. On the other hand, liberal parties were to
produce speeches supporting their candidates as well as some independent candidates
whose speeches insisted on the implementation of democracy and necessitated the
separation between the state and the religion.
Thus, abundant data could be gathered to answer the research question and
confirm/refute the hypotheses. However, the period had to end before the 17th of
March, the day Pope Shenouda died and abundant articles where published to
commemorate him. Thus, extending the timeframe might have affected the accuracy
and validity of the data gathering and variables' analysis.
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For the medium, in this study, the researcher selected online news articles
published on the two prominent news sites, Ikhwanonline.com and Alwafd.org, that
played the role of a double-edged sword as they were positioned as the official
websites of the parties with which they are entitled and consider themselves news sites
as well. News about promises, statements or speeches made by party parliamentary
and/or presidential candidates, regarding any discourse about a resolution to the
Coptic question, within timeframe, were collected for analysis.
b. Population
The researcher relied on a contemporary population-selection design where the
content analysis population at particular online news sites would be selected from
samples of original news. Original news is all types of news that have defined sources
whose names are clearly stated in the byline. Such sources can be staff reporters,
contributing writers, Reuters, New York Times, Associated Press or public
newspapers or agencies. Due to the existence of a large number of online news sites, a
purposive sample had to be selected.
Wimmer and Dominick (2005) illustrated the importance of purposive
sampling in content analysis as “they found that from 1971 to 1995, 68% of
Journalism Quarterly content analyses used a purposive sample”. Also, purposive
samples are significantly useful when “you want to construct a historical reality,
describe a phenomenon, or develop something about which only a little is known”
(Kumar, 2005, p. 179), which is the case of the topic of study.
A purposive sample is a specific researcher-selected sample that matches predefined research criteria and aspects and eliminates whatever lacks these qualities
(Wimmer & Dominick, 2005). Therefore, the researcher had to make deliberate
choices with “clear objectivity so that the sample stands up to independent scrutiny”
(Ritchie & Lewis, 2003, p. 80).
Thus, in determining the purposive sample, and to fairly cover all different
dimensions or perspectives of news coverage and analysis, the initial plan was to
narrow down the news sites sample selection to five news sites; Egypt Independent ,
Arab West Report, New York Times, Ikhwanweb and Copts United news sites.
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However, the selected sites produced general articles that not only tackled the
parties‟ opinions regarding the rights of Copts but also included opinions of
international scholars and politicians. Therefore, the news sites selected were changed
to be more party-oriented and finally the chosen news sites were Ikhwanonline.com,
the news site of the Islamic-oriented Freedom and Justice Party and Al-Wafd.org, the
news site of the Wafd liberal party.
Ikhwanonline.com news site is the official Arabic website of the Muslim
Brotherhood and was founded on Friday, November 25, 2011, to record all MENArelated data regarding protests and/or uprisings. It transmits the movement‟s doctrines,
reports movement-related news, and attempts to confront anti-Islamic misconceptions.
Despite the existence of three other official FJP‟s news-related websites that
voice the news and opinions of the FJP; one in English for the FJP platform at
fjponline.com, another for the FJP platform as well, but in Arabic at hurryh.com, and
lastly, Ikhwanweb at ikhwanweb.com which is the other official website of the
Muslim Brotherhood but in English, the research found that all data of these three
websites pour into Ikhwanonline.com, the most updated of all, therefore selected it.
Alwafd.org news site is an Arabic-language news website that resembles the
journalistic voice of the Wafd liberal party that is considered liberal, democratic and
mostly in a state of critique and oppositions to regimes so as to direct them to
national-liberalism since their foundation in 1984.
From the selected purposive sample of news sites, the researcher extracted all
available articles investigating dynamics of Christian-Muslim community correlation,
stimulating debate over issues of religious freedom, calling for respect of minority
rights and/or Copt‟s involvement in the political transitions of revolutionary Egypt.
Abundant data was found therefore the timeframe was divided into two halves.
Since news coverage of two constructed weeks is sufficient for demonstrating
a year‟s worth of data (Riffe et al., 2005), the first fifty days' articles (26th Jan-15th
Mar) were collected constructively and from the remaining fifty days (7th Dec-25th
Jan), five days' articles were randomly selected. Those five days were the 11th, 21st
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and 31st of December along with the 12th and 20th of January. The final sample
included 155 articles (61 from Alwafd.org and 94 ones from Ikhwanonline.com).
c. Unit of Analysis
Berger (1991) says, “Content analysis is a research technique that is based on
measuring the amount of something in a representative sampling of some massmediated popular form of art” (p. 25). In this study, the unit of analysis is the entire
news article. An independent Muslim Egyptian researcher, Sarah Ahmed Fouad,
volunteered in reviewing the data gathered and checking their selection objectivity,
validity, and detachment from bias. Then, we designed a coding scheme for analysis;
which is a set of variables from which steadfast conclusions can be derived.
d. Variables Selection and Coding
Riffe et al. (2005, p. 25) define quantitative content analysis as “the systematic
and replicable examination of symbols of communication, which have been assigned
numeric values according to valid measurement rules and the analysis of relationships
involving those values using statistical methods.” Therefore, variables were defined
upon a scientific rational to be easily coded and studied. They were defined with
regards to the three sectors of reform that addressed the revolution's slogan "bread,
freedom and social justice". Thus, the three principle variables or classification to the
analyzed text were upon economic, political and social reform. Within the gathered
text related to social reform, data related to Copts was filtered and was sub-divided
upon the variables of positivity and negativity.
VII.

Limitations

A significant limitation to this study is the inability of its replication because
the timeframe was during a sporadic era with the reshaping of the Egyptian political
state and the exclusive establishment of Islamic parties, and the episodic attention and
news coverage, all of which contributed an abundance of data. Furthermore, no other
incidents had similar coverage except for those that reported violence or
discriminatory oppressions that were to be subjective and biased.
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On the other hand, this is a recent infant topic that has not been studied before.
Therefore, fresh primary data was the principle component of the research. Not
enough academic secondary data was found to enrich the research with challenging
arguments around dimensional cross-linked variables to further-validate data analysis.
VIII. Research Outline
In this chapter, the general context, theoretical framework and research
objective and problems have been presented. In Chapter 2 next, the history of
religious tension is dealt with then the 'Coptic Question' is defined. Chapter 3
illustrates the points of contention between the Copts and the Egyptian state with
specific regards to census figures, implications of Article II in the Constitution and its
impact on personal status laws, religious identity on the National ID and its impact on
conversion, and construction of churches. In Chapter 4, the content analysis process is
illustrated along with the theoretical exigencies for variables-selection justification,
methodological delimitation, data gathering and data analysis. Finally, the conclusion
summarizes the whole research and concludes the research findings.
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CHAPTER 2: HISTORICAL BRIEF OF RELIGIOUS TENSIONS IN EGYPT
This Chapter is a historical brief about the evolution of the relationship
between the Christian community, known as the Copts, and the political institutions,
across the reigns of variable leaders starting from Mohamed Ali till Mubarak‟s ousted
regime to trace the evolution of sectarian tensions in Egypt. Then it closes with a
section that concludes from the epochs traced, what "Coptic Question" means.
There are no records of sectarian tensions within Mohamed Ali Pasha‟s reign,
it aimed to achieve his Renaissance Project and this needed the co-operation of all
components of the Egyptian society. Thus, he appointed Coptic officials and sent
many Copts to educational missions in Europe. On the political front, the first
documentation of incidents of sectarian tension was on March 1911.
After the assassination of Premier Boutros Ghaly, the first Coptic Prime
Minister in the history of Egypt, Coptic elites in Asyut formed the Coptic Convention
to combat sectarian discrimination in public employment and educational systems (ElBishry, 2004). In response, Ahmed Lotfy El-Sayed, formed the Egyptian Islamic
Convention that rejected resolutions made by the later and marked the introduction of
sectarian tensions in the history of Modern Egypt (El-Bishry, 2004).
In 1919, striving towards independence from one Foreign entity i.e. The
British Occupation, no sectarian overtone could suppress the union of Egyptian
Muslims and Christians, under one flag, led by the Coptic-structured Wafd Party to
overthrow the British rule and crown the Golden era of religious tolerance in Egypt
(Carter, 1996). In contrast with the 1919 revolution, the 1952 coup d'état and its
“Revolution Leadership Council” did not include a Copt.
Heikal (2000) noted that this era marked beginning of the migration movement
of Copts, mainly among the elite who could afford the expenses of resettlement then.
However, with Nasser‟s insistence on the secularity of Egypt‟s ideology and his
exceptional friendship with Pope Cyril VI, his era marked a peak of religious intimacy
and national unity specially after ordering the companies of the public sector to
provide 1.5-2 million Egyptian pounds to the church, to cover the expenses of
building the new Cathedral then (Heikal, 2000).
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Then, when Sadat came to power in1970, he released the Islamic activists to
overcome the leftist uprising group then and started including Islamic themes within
his speeches (Farah, 1986). Also, he amended Article (2) to read “Shari‟ a is the main
source of legislation” instead of “a main source of legislation” (Dowidar, 2000).
This contributed to the fundamentalism of an Islamization process of an
Islamic Core Identity (Ansari, 1984). Therefore, Islamists considered themselves the
denominator of the majority alienating and marginalizing the traditionally quiescent
Coptic community excluding them from the political arena and considering them
secondary status outsiders who need some rights to be protected (Zeidan, 1999).
This sectarian distinction has led to an ideological fragmentation in the
national apparatus injecting hatred and repulsion from both sides leading to the first
sectarian clashes in the history of Modern Egypt in the village of Khanka in Qalyoubia
Governorate in 1972 (Ibrahim, 2011). One Sunday, finding no church to conduct
Sunday service, Copts held it in one of the social clubs.
Being a social place and not a sacred church for worshipping, this triggered
one of the fundamental Islamists to gather villagers and attack the worshippers
(Ibrahim, 2011). Despite lacking deaths, the government announced an emergency
session and Sadat formed a “Committee of wise men” headed by the Parliament
Deputy Gamal El-Otiefy that studied the roots of such sectarian tensions and came up
with concrete recommendations, although these were never applied (Fawzy, 2003).
Pope Shenouda, being the Patriarch and leader of the Coptic Church, was the
official spokesman of Copts Rights in Egypt especially after the recurrence of
sectarian incidents. Thus, Sadat accused him of intervening in State Politics and
prosecuted him in September 1981. In October 1981, Al-Jama‟a Al-Islameya, a group
of extremists, assassinated Sadat leaving to, his successor, Mubarak a burden of
Copts‟ mistrust and intolerance who lifted the issue from a sectarian question to a
security apparatus (Fawzy, 2003).
Mubarak, coming to power, tried to overcome this issue and started with
releasing The Pope, Sadat‟s monastic exile. Then, in the nineties, he launched a
“National Unity” Campaign and announced the seventh of January, the Coptic
Christmas as a national holiday (Van, 2011).
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However, the rise of the Islamic opposition groups, during Sadat‟s leadership,
imposed severe pressure over Mubarak‟s regime giving room to ultra-Islamic groups
to spread discriminatory trends leading to the establishment of a sectarian intolerant
conservative atmosphere (Vatikiotis, 1986). Thus, refraining from intervention to
relieve interreligious tensions, Mubarak‟s regime led to the polarization of MuslimsChristians relations and escalated the acts of violence against the Coptic minority
(Vatikiotis, 1986).
Sectarian violence escalated to the extent of 53 incidents of sectarian violence
in 17 different governorates in Egypt ended with the intended spewed shooting of one
Muslim soldier and six Christians exiting a church at mid-night of the 6th of January,
the Coptic Christmas eve in Naga Hammadi (Ramadan, et al, 2011). In April 2011
Report, the U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom recommended CPC
or „Country of Particular Concern‟ designation for Egypt. “CPCs are nations whose
conduct marks them as the world‟s worst religious freedom violators and human rights
abusers," said Leonard Leo, the Chair of USCIRF (USCIRF, 2011).
After President Mubarak‟s ousted from the presidential office in February
2011, Egypt witnessed religious tensions and increased violence, especially on the
religious minorities such as Coptic Christians (USCIRF, 2011). However, Coptic
Church rejected the US commission report and refused foreign intervention (Khalil,
2011). The Copts, just as the rest of the Egyptian Society, are sensitive to issues of
foreign intervention in Egypt‟s internal domestic affairs.
Post-revolution, after the establishment and dominance of such climate of
impunity along, fanatic Islamists acquired wider room to inject their thoughts among
poor/illiterate citizens and push them towards sectarian violence to the extent of
burning a church as the incidents of Imbaba, Sol and bombing the Qiddissin (2 saints)
church of Alexandria (CIA, 2011).
Defining the "Coptic Question":
Having walked through some glimpses of the history of sectarianism across
the political reigns of Modern Egypt since 1911 until Mubarak's ousting, a "Coptic
issue" or "Coptic Question" imposes itself on the socio-political parameters of Egypt.
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According to the Arab Center for Research & Policy Studies (2011), it shall be
dealt with as a question of aegis of a national democratic state and "not the result of
foreign conspiracies or Islamic incitement, nor the mere product of an isolationist
clerical institution". Consequently, the long-awaited post-revolution democratic fruits
can't be harvested without not through poetic rhetoric of "fraternity" but with actual
implementation of pluralistic conflict-resolution projects upon the analysis of latent
problems and egalitarianism of Copts as Egyptian citizens and not a minority (2011).
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CHAPTER 3: POINTS OF CONTENTION BETWEEN THE COPTS AND THE
EGYPTIAN STATE
The study aims to search for the perspectives stated, in newly-established PostRevolution Egyptian political parties platforms, on how to resolve the MuslimChristian tensions in Egypt and establish a state of equality and citizenship that grants
Copts Rights. However, to test for the validity of conflict-resolution approaches and
promises made by the Political Parties, this Chapter aims to observe the history of
such tensions, and principle sources and causes of sectarianism. Abundant research
was done on religious tensions and specifically on the historical accumulations of the
Coptic minority issues in Egypt. The present literature review provides a
contextualization of the national causes of sectarianism in Egypt.
I. Census Figures
The lack of reliable numbers and data for census figures on the number and
distribution of Copts in Egypt and abroad, creates mutual illusions, and hence, barriers
towards implementing full citizenship rights and procedures. In Egypt, there is a
hindrance to accessibility of any data that can aid researchers and decision-makers in
setting their policy designs related to Copts population.
Publishing such data can put a ceiling to the citizenship dialogue that should
continuously take place in society and found a solid ground for political
representation. Official figures of Copts in Egypt were of 6% according to November
1976 statistics (Al-Gohary, 2007). In 1911, the percentage of Coptic employees
reached 45% of civil service (Luca, 2001). However, since 1919 revolution until prior
to 1952, Egypt witnessed an era of citizenship, national unity and representation of
Copts. Copts compromised around 10 % of the parliament then (Iskander, 2011).
Overall, the official estimates of Copts in Egypt revolves around 6-8%, while
in late January 2007 Bishop Marcos, spokesman of the Coptic Church, issued a
controversial statement suggesting that Copts constitute 15-18% of the population
(Shahine, 2007). It is not an issue of numbers as much as it is an issue of a call for
extra-quota for governmental posts so as to fairly represent and voice their rights.
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The number of Copts in Diaspora adds another controversy. Unofficial
estimates claim it reached two millions, half of them in the United States (Mesahel et
al, 2007). The average difference between government and church estimates is 10% in
a manner that generates a sense of exaggeration and manipulation as well as lack of
transparency, which inject frustrations within the Coptic community. Moreover, it
negatively affects their political representation in the Parliamentary due to their
consideration as a minority of a quota equivalent to their percentage in the population.
II. Constitution’s Article 2
A constitution is a set of rules and regulations that define the ideology of an
entity; therefore, each statement is a crucial component in shaping the entity‟s
community and defining its citizens‟ national identity. Thus, a crucial root of religious
discrimination lies in Egypt‟s constitution Article (2). Despite the fact that Articles 8,
40 and 46 of Egypt‟s Constitution confirm egalitarianism and social justice between
non-Muslims and Muslims, nothing has been more controversial than Article 2, even
after the amendments that were made in the constitution at 2007 (Farahat, 2005).
Article 2 states that; "Islam is the Religion of the State. Arabic is its official language,
and the principal source of legislation is Islamic Jurisprudence" (Dowidar, 2000).
According to Article (149) of the 1923 constitution –Egypt's most liberal
constitution - Islam resembled the official religion of the Egyptian state. However, no
signs of protest from Muslims or Copts appeared. In 1971 Constitution amendments,
to reaffirm a "State of Science and Faith", Sadat‟s regime added to Article (2) that
Shari' a was "a" source of jurisprudence (Farahat, 2005). But, May 1980, fixing the
article letting Shari' a "the" source of legislation, concerns appeared (Dowidar, 2000).
The rapport between Copts and the Islamic state have witnessed phases of
evolution along history. Before the Ottoman Empire, the Islamic state considered
Copts as “Ahl Al-Dhimma” or the people of the Book that indicated the people of the
other two Abrahamic monotheistic religions, Christianity and Judaism (Lewis, 1988).
Thus, the Dhimma was kind of a contract of security and shelter to “Ahl Al-Dhimma”
in addition to a guaranteed equality of laws and obligations, in return to a tax poll or
“Jizyah” paid, Islamic economic dominance and an exclusion from specific duties
restricted to Muslims (Lewis, 1988).
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Then, after the Ottoman Empire, Copts were granted self-management within
the “Millet” pact between the Sultan and the non-Muslims, in general (Lewis, 1988).
However, as society shifts towards conservatism and with the birth of new Muslim
Brotherhood and Salafi organizations, the pact‟s ramifications started to fade and a
call for solid definition to citizenship became crucial to avoid further controversy in
an already-controversial file (Arab Center for Research & Policy Studies, 2011).
III. Personal Status Laws
There is no official set of legislations to organize matters of personal status for
non-Muslims. Also, the current laws organizing personal status carry forms of
discrimination based on religious belief. For example, Article (6) in Law no. 462 for
year 1955 enforced the application of Islamic Shari' a in cases of divorce, if either the
husband or wife was Muslim (Farahat, 2005).
This article has been abused by many non-Muslims, who converted to Islam,
to obtain a divorce ruling in contradiction to the tenet of the Coptic faith (Aziz, 2010).
Consequently, variable violent sectarian attacks occurred in Egypt due to the
conversion of Copts –especially women- to Islam, to be able to get divorced and
remarry (Ibrahim, 2011).
From his own perspective, Farahat (2005) called for a unified law for
organizing matters of personal status for both Muslims and non-Muslims, trying to
bring together the mostly agreed-upon options in all religions, instead of the
diversification of laws handling this matter. Special sections would be included to
define specific spiritual taboos that are untouchable respective to issues of personal
status according to each religion (Farahat, 2005).
IV. Religious Identity and the National ID
The display of religious identity in national ID's is another controversial topic.
Article 46 of the 1971 Constitution states: “The State shall guarantee the freedom of
belief and the freedom of practice of religious rites.” Thus, no convincing reason has
been expressed as to why the religion slot in the ID should be maintained. That's
because, if citizen wants to convert to any religion s/he faces lots of obstacles to
legalize his/her new religious identity and becomes vulnerable to problems even.
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It is wise to keep religious identity in official archives, while not stating it in
accessible documents like the ID in order to combat discrimination. Given that article
(2) of the constitution is reconsidered, a unified law for constructing churches will be
issued, and laws of personal status for Egyptian citizens are being tackled, the religion
slot on ID must be cancelled so that citizenship will be grounded on the constitutional
and legal levels. No stimulant for sectarian tension will then remain in documents.
V. Construction of Churches
The issue of construction and/or renovation of churches have ever been of
great debate on the sectarian agenda. Obstacles to building churches have reflected an
outright discrimination against the rights of belief and practicing religious sermons
leading, sometimes to the outburst of violent Muslim-Coptic confrontations. Several
phases took place in tackling the issue of building and/or renovation of churches.
Construction of churches is regulated by a ten-conditioned decree issued by
Mohammed El Ezaby, Undersecretary of the Ministry of Interior, back in February
1934 (Labib, 2000).
The ten conditions mostly hinder the construction of churches, and
accordingly, challenge the concept of citizenship and equality. Even, if the ten
conditions are fulfilled, getting a permit to build a church involves a lot of
bureaucracy and procrastination; the license papers should be referred to the Minister
of Interior and then to the President of State to gain written approvals (Fastenrath, C.,
& Kazanjian, C., 2008). Even minor renovations like renewing a wall or building a
services complex in the campus of an existing church needed a presidential approval,
which forced some public Coptic figures to call for a Presidential decree (Fastenrath,
C., & Kazanjian, C., 2008).
The freedom to construct worship houses should not be absolute, but rather
regulated to maintain freedom of belief, and meanwhile, ensure stability and peace
within local communities (Osman, 2011). Therefore, a lot of efforts have been paid
towards issuing a unified law for building worship houses that eliminates discernment
between mosques and churches when obtaining official license. However, drafting a
law of such importance and magnitude was put off for 20 years (Sidhom, 2008).
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A law draft was proposed by the National Council for Human Rights (NCHR)
in 2005 which would enforce a "unified and civil" arrangement to the construction of
worship houses, whether mosque or church, without ignoring the genesis of local
governance approvals, security recommendations, and community participation
(National American Coptic Assembly, 2010).
One criticism of this proposal is that it might lead to a massive building
activity to the extent that it causes sectarian conflicts and sectary hazards. However,
this might only exist in areas considered as hot spots for religious tension (Osman,
2011). On the other hand, the application of such law –specially in newly-inhabited
cities as 6th of October and New Cairo– is a golden opportunity to reinforce
citizenship and coexistence, as these cities have not yet been fully populated and there
exists a chance to seed, in such formative societies, the National Unity aspects
referred to in article 3 in Egypt‟s Constitution. On June 2011, the cabinet redrafted the
law but it has not been approved yet (Osman, 2011).
Ignorance to resolving those contentious catalysts will lead to further national
resentment as well as more and more narratives of sectarian conflicts that might result
in deaths. Perpetual rapport and negotiation for contentions-resolution will waste not
only time, but also harvesting the fruits of the January 25th revolution. That revolution
has mainly asked for equality and justice which will not occur if any member of the
nation feels misrepresented and looses his/her sense of belonging, equality and
security. The coming chapter will display how the key-players, among the postrevolution political parties, addressed the Coptic question in their party-programs.
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS OF PARTIES' PLATFORMS POST-REVOLUTION
After four decades of dictatorship and political oppression from the
authoritarian old regime, new parties had to be established to accomplish the longawaited revolutionary transition towards democratic governance and attain the
political and partisan balance. The commencement of the transitional democratic
process marked the rise of two principle political forces, the liberal force of leftists
and Copts, and the Islamic force that began with the Muslim Brotherhood's Movement
and the Salafis'. Thus, to avoid any fragmentation in the national body or spoiling the
revolution‟s goal of democracy, the 34 newly established post-revolution parties
decided to bridge the gap between their ideologies and formed the first political bloc,
the Democratic Alliance in June 13, 2011.
Unfortunately, objectivity and ideologies' separation from politics could not be
attained and therefore the Democratic Alliance was sub-divided into two smaller
Alliances; the Egyptian Bloc was formed of fourteen leftist and liberal parties, on
August 15, 2011 to represent the Liberal Force and the Islamist Alliance was formed
of four Islamist parties, on September 29, 2011 to represent the Islamic Force. Despite
the Islamic dominance of the Freedom and Justice Party in the Democratic Alliance,
the Islamist Salafi Parties insisted on distancing themselves from the Democratic
Alliance due to their conflict with the Muslim Brotherhood movement in the
interpretation of the „Islamic frame of reference‟ and application of Islamic Law.
Finding this polarity between the two forces, Al-Adl Party with Al-Wasat and
the Egyptian Current parties thought of establishing “Third Way” coalition that that
resembles a centrist movement aimed at preaching the secular Islamic doctrines that
would ideally balance between the Islamic and liberal forces. However, thoughts and
doctrines of that coalition never came to implementation. Instead, the youth, finding
no representation to their generation, formed in October the „Completing the
Revolution‟ Alliance, from nine liberal, socialist and moderate Islamist parties.
Finding no compatibility with the existing forces, the 34 year-old Wafd Party,
left the Democratic Alliance, decided to act independently and avoid joining any other
coalitions or alliances, although three prominent Wafdists, Mona Makram Obeid, Alaa
Eldin Abdel Moneim and Mustafa El-Guindi left the party to join the Egyptian Bloc.
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The following paragraphs will analyze specific terms from the political
platforms of the prominent founding party of each alliance as well as that of the New
Wafd Party, the only party that since independence played a prominent role in the
political electoral sphere. The only selected terms from the party-programs are those
related to citizenship, freedom of religion, sectarianism or minority rights to enrich the
study with enough variables for the following procedures of data gathering and
analysis. The researcher picked the following five parties specifically due to their
fame and importance as major key-players in the political sphere.
The Freedom and Justice Party of the Democratic Alliance
Being well-established, organized and experienced in multiparty elections
during preceding regimes of Sadat and Mubarak, the Muslim Brotherhood Movement
was the most ready entity for establishing a party. Also, they were in strife for the
political transition from the autocratic bureaucratic old regimes, which used to
suppress them, to a democratic state that preserves the rights of citizens to political
participation, equality, freedom of expression and security. Their keenness and
devotion helped them in establishing the Freedom and Justice Party in May that
became, in no time, the dominant Islamist party in Egypt. Despite the non-Muslims
fear of being marginalized at that epoch of high probability of State Islamization, the
Party assured them equality and justice where "they are obliged to the same duties as
their fellow Muslims and they enjoy the same rights as their fellow Muslims as well"
(Freedom and Justice Party, 2011).
Religion/Citizenship-related Party Terms: (2011)
1. The principles of Islamic Sharia (Islamic Law) is the main source of
legislation in the enactment of laws in practice and during the
implementation of verdicts ; parallel to the recognition of the rights of
the non-Muslims to resort to the rituals of their personal matters whose
specificity differ from the provisions of Islamic Law.
2. The objectives of Sharia (Maqasid) represent an overarching set of
prioritizations for policies and strategies that shape the party‟s
civilization-based values Also, Shura (consultation) will attain
democracy and cooperation of elected assemblies in governance.
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The Free Egyptians Party of the Egyptian Bloc
This Party was launched in April 2011- by Egyptian Coptic Businessman
Naguib Sawiris. Being a Copt, Sawiris, former chairman of Orascom Telecom
Holding, stated severally that the party is for all Egyptians, and not just Copts. With
100,000 registered members, it was probably the second only well-organized party to
compete with great potential against the Freedom and Justice Party.
Religion/Citizenship-related Party Terms (Free Egyptians Party, 2011):


Accepting Islam as the state religion provided that a Democratic state is
established respectful to the Rule of Law and constructed upon sustainable,
respectful legislative Constitution articles that affirm secular governance,
justice, equality, freedom of expression, political participation, without any
religious, color, gender, ethnic or social discrimination.



Ensuring social justice and citizens‟ prosperity through a pro-business and protrade economic system based on a free market economy, to put Egypt at par
with developed countries (Free Egyptians Party, 2011).



Believing that the new Egypt has to be a civil democratic state realizing the
revolution‟s ideals of bread, freedom and social justice, the party, along with
other alliance parties‟ leaders, called for the necessity of declaring a supraconstitutional declaration of principles before the elections (2011).
The Nour Party of the Islamist Alliance
It is the first Salafi political organization to establish a political party in June

2011 advocating gradual reform under the slogan: “The only reform we desire is the
reform we can achieve” (Al-Nour, 2011).
Religion/Citizenship-related Party Term:


Preserving the Islamic rule of law as the main source of regulation for all
political, social and economic issues. Thus, freedoms and rights are
accommodated in the framework of Article 2.
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The Egypt Freedom Party of the ‘Completing the Revolution’ Alliance
This Party was formed on May 11, 2011 by Egyptian intellectual Amr
Hamzawy after his resignation from the Egyptian Social Democratic Party that
released a statement condemning the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces. It is a
group of young Egyptian revolutionists from all disciplines and sectors, i.e. socialists,
activists, civilians, workers, etc. in order to lay the foundations of Democratic in
Egypt. It‟s close to the ideology of Free Egyptians Party, except that it places a greater
stress on social justice and the welfare state (Egypt Freedom Party, 2011).
Religion/Citizenship-related Party Terms:


Calls for immediate commencement of legislative and executive short and long
term instruments to combat the phenomena of discriminatory practices that
have long suppressed citizens in Egypt.



Copts and Women rights are considered a top priority. That is because
Christians suffer from discrimination in respect to the construction of houses
of worship and freedom of religious practice and representation in public and
political life. Egyptian women, especially low-income women, suffer from
discrimination in regards to their rights and freedom in the private and public
spheres due to gender discount.
The Wafd Party
Re-established in 1978, after being banned following the 1952 revolution, to

participate in Sadat‟s multi-party system, the party was famous for representing Copts.
However, after Wafd allied with the Muslim Brotherhood in 1984 parliamentary
elections, several Copts left (Wafd Party, 2011). Participating in the Democratic
process post-revolution, the veteran Al-Wafd party, preached secularism in the sense
of separating religion and state, and theocracy in the sense of a rule of clerics (2011).
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Religion/Citizenship-related Party Terms:


Guaranteeing minimum wage, cancelling the emergency law as well as
security courts and a transition of power through legally-supervised elections,
in a mission towards fulfilling the demands of the revolution.



Seeking the independence of the justice system, as well as issuing laws to
secure the right of non-Muslim citizens to be judged personal status issues
upon the norms and beliefs of their monotheistic religion.



Enacting a law allowing the prosecution of ministers and members of the
executive branch, appointing a vice president and protecting freedom of media.
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CHAPTER 5: DATA GATHERING AND ANALYSIS
To be able to test the two experimented hypotheses and assure that Copt‟s
were to be addressed excessively in the party-programs and platforms and that there
was a special weight to addressing sectarianism and national unity in the party
representatives‟ speeches. Overall, 155 articles were selected and analyzed by the
researcher upon the following variables that define the three principle topics addressed
by all party representatives‟ to influence the public during the first post-revolution
parliamentary campaigns. These three core variables were the umbrellas that were to
coat the principle motives behind the revolution; “Bread, Freedom and Social Justice”
(see Appendix).
I. Data Gathering and Classification:
a)

Combating Corruption and Economic Reform:

Despite the importance and necessity of a solid strategy based on scientific
logic and experimented rational, only economic specialists and academic intelligence
could claim some suggestions and crucial economic actions that were mostly
legislative- oriented rather than project or business-oriented. Thus, they were topdown and not tangible practical on-ground projects and plans not only to earn
“money” but also to attain citizen satisfaction, competitive industrialization, raising
exportations, increasing savings and attaining a realistic long-term bottom-up reform.
Therefore, party representatives were to escape this question of intellectual
specialization and project-oriented strategic-thinking and focused mainly on the corecomponent of Economic reform, “money”. So, they speak more of the flaws of the old
regime and how they will seek combating “corruption”, escaping the need for “loans”,
reaching International agreements to return Egyptian Citizens‟ national capital, that xregime politicians sent to foreign countries, and revising all the approvals and
signatures related to issuing laws about taxes and taxation regulations and checking
the transparency of their implementation to depict the leakage of public capital that
might occur from gigantic factories and companies that escape taxes.
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b)

Political and Constitutional Reform:

A top-down political and constitutional reform was a corner-stone in all partyplatforms in order to promise a secured establishment of laws and regulations of
whatever rights they preach for and guarantee that they last whatever the duration of
the elected party-figures was. Also, this was a crucial pillar of any post-revolution
party as the initial catalyst of the revolution was the slogan to “change” the regime
and combat “oppression”, hear the “silenced” and grant all “freedoms”. Therefore,
political figures included terms like; “reform”, “good-governance”, “peaceful
transition”, “democratization”, “decision-making efficiency”, “parliament”,
“combating bureaucracy”, “democratic elections”, “constitution” and “leadership”.
c)

Social Justice and Citizenship:

Oppression and injustice were two of the main symptoms defining the xregime. Therefore, party-figures were to devote a large portion of their speeches and
platforms to this noble goal of attaining equality, standard citizenship, and social
justice to revive the patriotic attachment and national conscience in Egyptians.
Therefore, political figures included terms like; “social justice”, “equality”, “rights”,
“combating unemployment”, “minimum wages law”, “nationalism”, “health”,
“workers”, “patriotism”, “development”, “gender equality ”, “women”, “education”,
“minorities”, “security” and “combating stereotype”.
 Regarding Copts Rights and religious freedom:
The most used and abundantly found terms were; "Christians and Muslims",
"Egypt's Copts", "Coptic center", "the Copts", "cross and crescent symbolism", "nonMuslims' rights", "Dhimmis", "people of the book", "brothers", ''sectarianism",
"secular", "partners", "together", "merge", "inclusivity", "national unity", "combating
conspiracy", "sedition", "incitement", "sectarian strife", and "religious cover".
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II. Findings

Reform monitored

Mentions by

Mentions by

Ikhwanonline.com

Alwafd.org

from 94 articles

from 61 articles

20 (18.8 %)

5 (3.05 %)

76 (71.44 %)

49 (29.89 %)

39 (36.66 %)

38 (23.18)

34 (31.96 %)

36 (21.96 %)

Economic Reform
"corruption", "loans", "foreign aid", "taxes",
"taxation", "regulations", "law", "gas", "oil"
"investment", "leakage", "public", "capital",
"factories", "imports", "exports",
"International agreements" and "companies".
Political reform terms:
“reform”, “good-governance”, “peaceful
transition”, “democratization”, “decisionmaking efficiency”, “parliament”, “Judges”,
“combating bureaucracy”, “democratic
elections”, “constitution” and “leadership”.
Social Reform:
“social justice”, “equality”, “rights”,
“combating unemployment”, “minimum
wages law”, “nationalism”, “health”,
“workers”, “patriotism”, “development”,
“gender equality ”, “women”, “education”,
“security” and “combating stereotype”.
Copts Issues specifically:
"Christians and Muslims", "Egypt's Copts", ,
"cross& crescent symbolism", "Dhimmis",
"national unity", "non-Muslims' rights",
"inclusivity", "protection", "people of the
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book", "brothers", "partners" and "together".

a)

Quantitative Findings out of the data gathered and afore-tabulated :
1. IkhwanOnline.com

Economic Reform
Political Reform
Social Reform

37 % of the 94 articles monitored, indicated Social Reforms, among which 87.2%
addressed Copts, National Unity and Citizenship, Equality and Minority Rights.

2. Alwafd.org

Economic Reform
Political Reform
Social Reform

23 % of the 61 articles monitored, indicated Social Reforms, among which 94.7%
addressed Copts, National Unity and Citizenship, Equality and Minority Rights.
Thus, the research findings indicated relative weight attached to citizenship and
nationalism within party-platforms and party-representatives‟ speeches which prove
the second research hypothesis H2:
'Post-revolution, party programs and candidates have heavily emphasized
sectarianism and national unity (al-wehda al-watania) in platforms and speeches."
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b)

Qualitative Findings:

Regarding the First research hypothesis H1:
"The post-revolution Egyptian parties' programs and candidates addressed the Coptic
question in a favorable/positive way within the Parliamentary campaigns."
Despite the fact that the Coptic question with regards to Copts' Rights in
Egypt, was heavily addressed and excessively mentioned, not a project was proposed
by any political party and no actual actions, initiatives or legislative amendments were
promised to be voiced till resolved. All promises and terms that were to address civic
rights seem to have been intended to be generic poetic cliché narratives, those balm
injuries but never cure them. Also, as explained within the methodology, negative
discourse focuses on the authoritarian means of elimination through the rule of law
and policy enforcement which detaches the manhood of the audiences and discourage
their enthusiasm, inter-communal trust and collaborative actions.
Moreover, in spite of the angelic peace-feel of the wordings and vocabulary,
researcher found some indirect negative threats that can psychologically send deeper
sentiments of resentment and seclusion to Copts while not necessarily being uttered in
the exact way. Therefore, the researcher found an urge to adopt the content analysis
sub-methodological approach of 'discourse analysis' that studies the 'language-in-use'
through ontological and epistemological claims correlated with the social
constructivism (Gee, 2011, p. 8).
Thus, depicts the substantial implications behind the words through a
distinction between the rationality with which they are said and the context within
which they can be interpreted. Therefore, discourse analysis is an efficient scientific
tool to unfold interdiscursivity, hermeneuticality, or intertextuality which for
Fairclough (1989) decomposes textual discourse into five genres; negation, discourse
representation, metadiscourse, presupposition, and irony (Fairclough, 1989).
Those Fairclough (1989) discourse intertextuality genres will be utilized to
decode, unfold and analyse the interpretations to Coptic question gathered discourses,
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their implied interpretations and prove the 5-D predicted challenges; Denial,
Deterrence, Detachment, Diffidence, and Downgrading.
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The Discourse Analysis five genres and confirming the 5-D predicted challenges
1. Negation  Denial:
This kind of discourse classification indicates rejection, denial and refusal to
admitting a fact, and trying to prove it is contrary. Similarly, data gathered about the
speeches, promises and terms put party programs and representatives in the Coptic
discourse sometimes indicated denial and forgetfulness to the sectarian dilemma.
Denial terms are like; "external intervention", "combating conspiracy",
"fighting foreign agendas", "exterior fingers", "fabricating sedition", "theft of the
revolution", "incitement", "cultivating sectarian strife", and "putting a religious
cover", as if sectarian tensions were just exported by foreign countries to fragment the
Egyptian civil society and eradicate any hope for a prosperous post-revolution epoch.

2. Discourse representation  Deterrence:
This kind of discourse classification implies the intention to highlight specific
incidents and support them with direct quotes to enrich their value and hammer their
indications within the audiences' perceptions. Similarly, the data gathered sometimes
included excessive emphasis on deterrence, oppression and subsidiarity, as if warning
the public of the use of power in case of any disobedience or objection.
Such wordings were; "Control", "acquire", "preserve power", "dictatorship",
"minority", "racism" "oppression", "majority", "dominance", "sect", "factional
demands", "bear us as you bore Mubarak", "hatred", "resentment", "hostility",
"intimidation", "fear', "unrest", "murder", "repression", "persecution", "attacks",
"crises", "sit-ins", "divisions", "allergies", "worse", "stabbed", "burned", "looted",
"exclusion", "crisis", "problems", "destroyed", "conflicts", "dominance", "tension",
"blood", "sectarian tensions resemble a ticking time bomb", " the displacement of the
Copts", "civil war", "dangerous curves", and "the absence of the state".
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3. Metadiscourses  Detachment
This kind of discourse classification indicates alienation to the topic discussed
and acting as if writing objectively about it, while proposing the solutions that
mismatch the expected. Such context was utilized by the Islamic-oriented parties to
propose the Islamization of state as the only cure to sectarianism, using words like;
"Legal provisions", "a Muslim country", "civilian with an Islamic reference",
"customary justice", "civil war", "consensual", "ethnic cleansing", and "radical".

4. Presupposition  Diffidence
This kind of discourse classification implies taking propositions for granted so
as to imply that the proposed wordings are facts; for example “the Zionist threat,”
assumes that such a threat exists. Islamic-oriented parties were found to use such
presuppositions excessively to defeat the competing parties like sticking the term
"secular" to any "liberal", to seed the perspective of lacking religiosity. Also, using
"Sawiris Party" raises public anxiety and diffidence about the willingness and
acceptance of those parties to the basic concepts of citizenship and democracy.

5. Irony  Downgrading:
Finally, this kind of discourse classification indicates “saying one thing and
meaning the opposite.” Positive citizenship patriotic narratives were used, like;
"Christians and Muslims", "Egypt's Copts", "Coptic center", "the Copts", "cross and
crescent symbolism", "non-Muslims' rights", "Dhimmis", "protection", "people of the
book", "brothers", "partners", "together", "merge", "inclusivity", and "national unity".
However, such symbolizations and descriptions do confirm a sectarian problem and
contentious fragmentation in the Egyptian national body through the downgrade and
foreignization of Copts considering them 'other', in addition to, cocooning them in an
alienated second-class citizenship stereotype institutionalization.
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Upon the utility of Fairclough (1989) discourse intertextuality genres to the
analysis of the gathered research data, post-revolution Egyptian parties' programs and
candidates addressed the Coptic question in a negative 5-D challenging way, thus
refuting the first research hypothesis H1:
"The post-revolution Egyptian parties' programs and candidates addressed the Coptic
question in a favorable/positive way within the Parliamentary campaigns."
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CONCLUSION
Current debates about the cultivation of citizenship against the historically
inherited sectarian tensions raise a lot of fears. Thus, this thesis was to analyze the
party-platforms conscious about the necessity of citizenship and national unity within
the post-revolution transition and whether they proposed variable conflict-resolution
approaches in their programs. The thesis intended to test the awareness of political
parties about the issue of sectarianism and the necessity of founding conflictresolution proposals to ramify resenting forces and melt the tensions so as to appeal to
the public majority, win more electoral turnouts and solidify their party base.
The research findings indicated relative weight attached to citizenship and
nationalism within party-platforms and party-representatives‟ speeches which
confirmed H2 and answered the Research Question of the extent to which political
parties and their candidates in the elections campaigns addressed Copts' Rights and
religious freedom issues. However, Fairclough's (1989) discourse genres of
intertextuality found out that; post-revolution Egyptian parties' programs and
candidates addressed the Coptic question in a negative 5-D challenging way, thus
refuting that assumed post-revolution Egyptian parties' programs addressed the
Coptic question in a favorable/positive way within the Parliamentary campaigns.
Those five fruits of political intertextuality; Denial, Deterrence, Detachment,
Diffidence, and Downgrading, are definitive symptoms and characteristics of
Mubarak's regime and were the core catalysts that initiated the January 25th revolution.
Therefore, a shift in public attitude, generally, and political doctrines, specifically, is
urgently needed so as to guarantee a solid transition from the old autocratic totalitarian
regime to the long awaited post-revolution democratic socialism.
Consequently, the long-awaited post-revolution democratic fruits can't be
harvested without not through poetic rhetoric of fraternity but with actual
implementation of pluralistic conflict-resolution projects upon the analysis of latent
problems and egalitarianism of Copts as Egyptian citizens and not a minority so as to
face the post-revolution challenges as one united national body with no leakages.
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"ٚثٌىضٍز"
صضشثؽغ

ؽّ١جء ؽالي

 15فذشث٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾٛسٞ

ِؾٌْٛٛٙ
٠طجسدْٚ
ِٕذٚدجس
ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز
دئِذجدز

سمٞٛ
عالٞٚ

 14فذشث٠ش

ثسدسثء
ثالد٠جْ-
ثدؾغ ثالٌفجظ
– ٔقشثٔ-ٟ
ِؾشَ-
صقم١ش-
٠ؼ١ظ فٟ
ثالسك
فغجدثًّ

ػجؽك
ٌّقش-
ِقخ ٌٙج

فؾض لن١ز
عج٠ٚشط
ٌٍقىُ فٟ
ؽٍغز 3
ِجسط

فّذ ٞػذذ
ثٌؼجي

11فذشث٠ش

ٔجةخ ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز
ٟٕٙ٠
ثػضقجَ
"عىش
أدٛ
ثمشثدجس
"لشلجؿ
ػّجٌ١ز

ثمشثح-
ػق١جْ
ِذٔٔ -ٟظجَ
دجةذ

د .هجسق
ثٌذعٛل:ٟ
ثٌضطشف
ثٌغ١جعٟ
٠نشُّ
دجٌٛهٓ

هٗ ػذذ
ثٌشفّٓ

ػذذ هللا
ؽقجصٗ

 11فذشث٠ش

 10فذشث٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾٛس-ٞ
فضح
ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز فٟ
ثالٔضخجدجس

ِشؽقًّ ج 87
ٌٍقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز فٟ
ثٌّشفٍز
ثٌغجٔ١ز
ٌٍؾٛسٜ

 10فذشث٠ش

ؽٛٙد وذ١شر
العضؼجدر
ثٌغمز فٟ
ثٌمطٓ
ثٌّقشٞ
ٚمغ
ثٌمطٓ
ثٌّقشٞ
ف ٟثٌفضشر
ثٌقجٌ١ز

ػذذ هللا
ؽقجصٗ

 9فذشث٠ش

٠ٚضخز
ثإلخٛثْ
ثٌّغٍّْٛ
ِٛثلف
صؼضذش أوغش
صقشسًّ ث فٟ
لن١ضٟ
ثٌٕغجء
ٚثأللٍ١جس
دجٌّمجسٔز
دؼذ ٍد
وذ١ش
ٍ
ِٓ
ثٌغٍف.ٓ١١

ٔـ فذ٠ظ
ثٌّشؽذ
ثٌؼجَ ٌٛوجٌز
"س٠ٚضشص

 9فذشث٠ش

أٚي لطجس
ِٓ ثٌفَٛ١
إٌٝ
ثإلعىٕذس٠ز
دؼذ
ؽٛٙد
ثمشدجس
ثٌقش٠ز
"ثٌؼّجي
"ٚثٌؼذثٌز

ثفّذ ع١ف
ثٌٕقش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾٛس-ٞ
ثّ٘١ز
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾٛسٞ

صوش٠ج
ثٌؾٕج:ٟٕ٠
"ثٌؾٛس"ٜ
ثعضىّجي
ٌذٕجء
ِؤعغجس
ثٌذٌٚز

ؽش٠ف ػذذ
ثٌشفّٓ

 9فذشث٠ش

 9فذشث٠ش
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ثٌٕجةخ
فذشٞ
ػجِش ٠ضذخً
ٌٛلف
إمشثح
ثمشثدجس
ثٌغىز
ػّجٌ١ز
ثٌقذ٠ذ

ٚؽٗ١
ػجؽٛس

 8فذشث٠ش

ثٌقش٠ز "
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
٠شفل
ثإلمشثح
٠ٚطجٌخ
ثٌؾّ١غ
دضقًّ
ِغت١ٌٛجصٗ
ثٌقك فٟ
ثٌضظج٘ش

 7فذشث٠ش

فش٠ز ثٌشأٞ
ٚثٌضؼذ١ش-
ثصِز ثٌمنجر

لنجر
ثالعضمالي:
خطجح
"ثٌغش٠جٔ"ٟ
٠قذو فضٕز
"ثٌضٔذ

فغٓ
ِقّٛد

 7فذشث٠ش

ث٠مجف
ثٌّشثفك-
ثالٚمجع
ثٌغ١تز –
صفى١ه ثٌذٍذ-
ثٔ١ٙجس٘ج -
٘ذَ-
صخش٠خ

ثٌقىّز-
ثٌؼمً-

ثألِ ٓ١ثٌؼجَ
ٌإلخٛثْ:
ٔشفل
ثٌؼق١جْ
ثٌّذٟٔ
ٔٚذػٛ
ٌّنجػفز
ثٌؼًّ
ثٌؼق١جْ
ثٌّذٔ-ٟ
فش٠ز ثٌشأٞ
ٚثٌضؼذ١ش

 7فذشث٠ش

ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ-
دٚس
ثٌذشٌّجْ –
ٌؾٕز
ثٌؼاللجس
ثٌخجسؽ١ز

د .فؾّش:
ثٌؼاللجس
ثٌخجسؽ١ز
دّؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ صذذأ
ِٓ ثٌقفش

ؽش٠ف ػذذ
ثٌشفّٓ

 6فذشث٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ثٌذشٌّجْ-
ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾٛسٞ

ِؤصّش
ثٔضخجدٟ
ٌّشؽقٟ
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
ف ٟثٌؾٛسٜ
دجٌؾشل١ز

فغٓ عؼ١ذ

ثالفشثػ ػٓ
ِؼضمٍٟ
ثالؽضذجوجس
ِغ ثٌؾشهز
فٟ
ثالعىٕذس٠ز.

فجفع عالِز
ٛٔٚثح
ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز
٠فنُّ ْٛ
ثؽضذجوجس
ثإلعىٕذس٠ز

ِقّذ
ثٌضٙجِٟ

 6فذشث٠ش

 5فذشث٠ش

فٍٛي !

فضٕز !!

ثٌؼذثٌز
ثٌؾٕجة١ز

د١جْ ػجؽً
٠قزس ِٓ
ِخطو
فشح أٍ٘١ز
فِ ٟقش

ثٌؼذثٌز
ثٌؾٕجة١ز-
صقز٠ش ِٓ
ؽذٙز فشح
ثٍ٘١ز ػمخ
ثفذثط
دٛسعؼ١ذ
فشح ثٍ٘١ز
–ِخططجس
خجسؽ١ز –
ثٔفالس
ثِٕ،ٟ
ِؤثِشر
خط١شر-
ثعمجه
ثٌذٌٚز

ثإلخٛثْ
ٚثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز
ٕ٠ؾقجْ فٟ
ٚأد فضٕز
دجٌؾشل١ز

فغٓ عؼ١ذ

ثٌّقشس
ثٌذشٌّجٟٔ
ثٌقش٠ز "
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
٠ضق َّذٜ
ٌفٛمٝ
ثٌفٍٛي"
"
ثصِز
ثٔجد١خ
دجٌّٕ١ج
ثٌذٛصجؽجص

ػذذ هللا
ؽقجصٗ

 4فذشث٠ش

 4فذشث٠ش

 2فذشث٠ش

ثالعالِٓ١١
ٚثٌٍ١ذشثٌٓ١١
 ٘ضجفجسِؼجد٠ز-

ثٌٕٛ٠ٛ١سن
صجّ٠ض:
ؽذجح
ثإلخٛثْ
ثٌضضِٛث
ثٌٙذٚء فٟ
ٚؽٗ
ثٌضؾجٚصثس
فش٠ز
ثٌضؼذ١ش

عجِش
ثعّجػً١

ثٌؼذثٌز
ثٌؾٕجة١ز-
لضٍز ثٌغٛثس

عؼذ
ثٌقغٟٕ١
٠طجٌخ دئلجٌز
ثٌٕجةخ ثٌؼجَ

ثفّذ
ثٌؾٕذٞ

 1فذشث٠ش

 1فذشث٠ش
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فش٠ز
ثٌضظج٘ش-
ِظج٘شثس
ثٌمٞٛ
ثٌغ١جع١ز
ثِجَ ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ِغ١شر ِٓ
ؽذجح
ثإلخٛثْ
ٌقّج٠ز
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ثعجِز ػذذ
ثٌغالَ

ٕ٠ 31ج٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍؼ
ثٌؾٛسٞ

لجةّز
ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز
دذِ١جه فٟ
ثٌّمذِز
"ٚثٌفشد"ٞ
إػجدر

ِقّذ
ِقّٛد

ٕ٠ 31ج٠ش

لجةّز
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
صققذ
%45
دجٌذثةشر
ثألٌٝٚ
دجٌذل١ٍٙز
ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍؼ
ثٌؾٛسٞ

هٗ ػذذ
ثٌشفّٓ

ٕ٠ 31ج٠ش

ثٌذشٌّجْ –
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ٔضجةؼ
ثٔضخجدجس
صؾىٌ ً١ؾجْ
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ثفّذ
ثٌؾٕذٞ

ٕ٠ 31ج٠ش

ٔٛثح
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
٠ضذخٍْٛ
ٌقً أصِز
ثصِز
ثٔجد١خ
ثٌذٛصجؽجص
ثٌذٛصجؽجص
ف ٟثٌّٕ١ج

ػذذ هللا
ؽقجصٗ

وجسَ ػذذ
ثٌقّ١ذ
٠غجُ٘ فٟ
فً أصِز
ػّجي
ؽشوز
ثمشثدجس
ؽ١غىٛ
""ػّجٌ١ز

ِقّذ
ثٌضٙجِٟ

ٕ٠ 30ج٠ش

ٕ٠ 30ج٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾٛسٞ

عىٕذس:ٞ
"دؼذ ِج
فقً فٟ
ثٌضقش٠ش
فٛصٟ
"ٌإلخٛثْ

ٚفذر
ثٌّ١ذثْ-
عٍّ١ز
ثٌغٛسر -ػذَ
ؽك
ثٌقف
ثٌضخٓ٠ٛ

مذو
ثٌٕفظ-
صٛفذُ٘ فٟ
ِظج٘شثس
ثٌغٛسر-
ِٕجٚؽجس

دػج٠ز
ثٔضخجد١ز
ٌٍقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز-
ثالٔضخجدجس
ثٌذشٌّجٔ١ز-
دٚس ثٌٕٛثح
ف ٟثٌضٛثفً
ِغ
ثٌؾّج٘١ش

ثٌقش٠ز "
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
٠ضذخً
إلٔٙجء أصِز
دضشٚوّ١ج٠ٚج
ثمشثدجس
ثٌغ٠ٛظ
س ػّجي

فؾّش
ٍ٠ضم ٟأ٘جٌٟ
دثةشصٗ
٠ٚضؼٙذ
دئفالؿ
ؽجًِ

سِنجْ
ػّش ٠ضذخً
ٌقًِّ أصِز
إمشثح
ثٌؼجٍِٓ١
ثمشثدجس
دؾشوز
ػّجي
ثإلعّٕش

عجسٖ ِقّذ
ػٍٟ

خجٌذ ػف١فٟ

ِقّذ ِذٟٔ
ِٚقّذ
:ثٌضٙجِٟ
ٔٛثح
ثإلعىٕذس٠ز
٠خّذْٚ
فضٕز هجةف١ز
دجٌؼجِش٠ز

ثفّذ ؽٍذٟ

ؽش٠ف ػذذ
ثٌشفّٓ
عٍّ١ز
ثإلخٛثْ
صفؾً
ِقجٚالس
إؽٙجك
روشٜ
"ؽّؼز
ثٌغنخ
فش٠ز
ثٌضظج٘ش

ِقّذ
ثٌضٙجِٟ

ٕ٠ 29ج٠ش

ٕ٠ 29ج٠ش

ٕ٠ 28ج٠ش

ٕ٠ 28ج٠ش

ٕ٠ 27ج٠ش

ٕ٠ 27ج٠ش
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ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

لجةّز
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
صضق َّذس
ثٌذثةشر
ثٌغجٌغز
دجٌذل١ٍٙز

هٗ ػذذ
ثٌشفّٓ

ٕ٠ 20ج٠ش

فٛص ِقغٓ
سثمٟ
ِشؽـ
ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز
دجٌذثةشر
ثألٌٝٚ
دجٌمٍٛ١د١ز

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ِغ١شر
ٌّشؽقٟ
ؽٛسٜ
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
دؾّجي
ثٌؾ١ضر

أفّذ ؽّجي

ثفّذ
ثٌؾٕذٞ

ٕ٠ 20ج٠ش

ٕ٠ 20ج٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ثٌقش٠ز "
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
٠ضق َّذس
لجةّز أعٛثْ

فّذ ٞهٗ

ٕ٠ 12ج٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

فٛص ػط١ز
ٚأد ٛثٌفضٛؿ
دّمؼذٞ
ثٌذثةشر
ثٌغجٌغز
دجإلعىٕذس٠ز

ِقّذ ِذٟٔ

ٕ٠ 12ج٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

فٛص "دغجَ"
"ٚغ١ظ"
دّمؼذٞ
ثٌذثةشر
ثٌغجٔ١ز
دجٌؾشل١ز

ػجهف ػذذ
ثٌٙجدٞ

ٕ٠ 12ج٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

فٛص
ِشؽقٟ
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
دجٌذثةشر
ثأل ٌٝٚفٟ
ثٌّٕ١ج

ػذذ هللا
ؽقجصٗ

ٕ٠ 12ج٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

فٛص 26
ِشؽقًّ ج
ٌٍقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز فٟ
إػجدر
ثٌّشفٍز
ثٌغجٌغز

ٕ٠ 12ج٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

وٍٕج ٔجصٌ.ٓ١
ِؤصّش
ٌّشؽقٟ
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
دجٌغجفً

عّجؿ
ثدشثُ٘١

 31د٠غّذش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ع١ذ ؽجد هللا:
ثٌؾؼخ لجدس
ػٍٝ
ثٌٕٙنز

ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز
مذ وغش
ث ٞلٍُ ثٚ
غٍك لٕجر
ث٠ؾجد
دذً٠
صٙجؽُ
ثعالِٟ
ثالعالِ-ٓ١١
سفل
ثٌضن١١ك
ػٍٟ
ثالخشٓ٠

ثالخٛثْ ٌٓ
٠ىذضٛث
ثٌقش٠جس-
ثٌّقشٓ١٠
عٛثع١ز ثِجَ
ثٌمجٔ-ْٛ
دغل ثٌٕظش
ػٓ
ثٔضّجةجصُٙ
ثٌغ١جع١ز
ٚثٌذ١ٕ٠ز-

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ثفّذ ٘ضثع
ٚثّٓ٠
ثٌغ١غٟ
ِؤصّش
فجؽذ
ٌّشؽقٟ
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
دؾٕٛح
ثٌمٍٛ١د١ز

أِٓ١
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
دجٌف:َٛ١
ع١ؾٕٟ
ثٌّقشْٛ٠
عّجس
دشٔجِؾٕج
ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ –
ػشك
ٚؽٙز ٔظش
ثالخٛثْ

ثفّذ ع١ف
ثٌٕقش

 31د٠غّذش

 31د٠غّذش

 31د٠غّذش
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ٚفذر
ثٌقف
ثٌٛهٕ-ٟ
ثٌضالفُ
ٚثٌضمجسح-
ثٌفضٕز-
ثٌٛفذر
ثٌخالف
ثٌٛهٕ١ز-
ؽؼخ ٚثفذ-
فخِٛ -دٖ-

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ٚفذ
ِطشثٔ١ز
د٠شٚه
ٕٙ٠ب
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
دأعٛ١ه

ِقطفٟ
ؽج٘ٓ١

 31د٠غّذش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ث٢الف فٟ
ِغ١شر
صأ١٠ذ
ٌّشؽقٟ
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
دذوشٔظ

عجِش
ثعّجػً١

31
د٠غّذش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ثٌؾ١ؼ
٠فل
ِؾجؽشر
ثفضؼٍٙج
أٔقجس
ِشؽـ ثٌٛفذ
دّٕٛف

ٚؽٗ١
ػجؽٛس

 21د٠غّذش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

صضث٠ذ
ثإللذجي
ػٌٍ ٝؾجْ
ثٌذذسؽٓ١
لذً ٔٙج٠ز
ثٌضق٠ٛش

ثفّذ
ِٛعٟ

21
د٠غّذش

ٔضٙجء
أصِز
صق٠ٛش
ثألِ١جس
فٔ ٟج٘١ج
دؼذ صذخً
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز
ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

٘ذز ػذذ
ثٌقف١ع

21
د٠غّذش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

عّجؿ
ثدشثُ٘١
ٚفؾٞٛ
ٔجخذٛ
ثٌؼؾٛس
"ثٌطجٌذ١ز
ٚثٌؼّشثٔ١ز
" ٠ؼجٌؾْٛ
أخطجء
ثٌؾٌٛز
ثألٌٝٚ

21
د٠غّذش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

إٌغجء ٌؾٕز
ثٔضخجد١ز
دجٌذق١شر
ٚثٌؾ١ؼ
٠شفل
ثٌضق٠ٛش
دثخً ثٌٍؾجْ

ؽش٠ف ػذذ
ثٌشفّٓ

 21د٠غّذش

ػٕجفش
ثالؽضشثوٓ١١
ثالٔجسو-ٓ١١
ثٌفٛم-ٓ١٠ٛ

فش٠ز
ثٌضؼذ١ش،
فش٠ز
ثٌضظج٘ش
ثٌغالَ
ثالؽضّجػٟ

دالؽ ٌٍٕجةخ
ثٌؼجَ ٌنذو
ػٕجفش
إؽؼجي
ثٌقشثةك

فغٓ
ِقّٛد

 21د٠غّذش

ثٌقش٠جس
– ثٌؼذثٌز-
ثٌّغجٚثر-
ثالفالؿ
ثٌغ١جعٟ

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ثالعجس ٌٓ
ّ٠غٙج عٛء-
ثٌقفجظ
ػٍٙ١ج –
صشِّٙ١ج-
ثٌّمجسٔز
دٓ١
صجس٠خ
ثالعجسفجي
ِؾ١ذ
الِز
ثٌّغٍّٓ١
ػظّ١ز
ٚلش عمٛه
ثٌّغ١قٓ١١
ثالٔذٌظ،
ثخٛثٕٔج
ٚفجيفٟ
ثٌٛهٌُٓٙ ،
ثاللذجه
ٚلش
ِجٌٕج
ِٓ
دخٛي
فمٛق،
ثٌؼشح
ٚػٍُٙ١
ٌّقشِج

ٔجةخ ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز
دجأللقش:
دػُ ثٌغ١جفز
ػٍ ٝسأط
دػُ
ثٌغ١جفز
أ٠ٌٛٚجصٕج

فش٠جس
ػجِز

ِشؽقٛ
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
دجٌّٕٛف١ز
٠ىغفْٛ
دػج٠ضُٙ
ثالٔضخجد١ز

ٚؽٗ١
ػجؽٛس

ثٙ٠جح
فّذٞ

11
د٠غّذش

 11د٠غّذش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ٔٛثح
"ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
ثٌفجةضْٚ
دأعٛ١ه
٠ؾىشْٚ
ثٌٕجخذٓ١

ِقطفٟ
ؽج٘ٓ١

11
د٠غّذش

ثصفجق ال
ثخضالف-
ِقذٗ ال
ثٌذغنجء
ثالٔق١جص
ٌٍؾؼخ
ال ٌغ١شٖ-
ٔجةخ
دشٌّجْ
ثٌغٛسر
ٔجؽخ
ٌىً
ثٌّقشٞ

ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز"
٠ىغف
ؽٛالصٗ
دجٌذق١شر لذً
"ثٌقّش
ثالٔضخجدٟ

ؽش٠ف ػذذ
ثٌشفّٓ

الٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ٚفذ
وٕجةظ
ثأللقش
ٕٙ٠ب
ثٌٕجةخ
ػذذ
ثٌّٛؽٛد
دسد٠شٞ

ػالء
فغٓ

11
د٠غّذش

 11د٠غّذش
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ع١طشر-
ثٔفشدٚث-
د٠ىضجصٛس٠ز
أعٛأ -غطجء
ثٌذٓ٠

لن١زثالػالْ
ثٌغضٛس،.ٞ
لن١زثٌؾّؼ١ز
ثٌضأع١غ١ز.

دغجَ
سِنجْ،
ثفّذ
ثٌؾٕذٞ
ثٌؾًّ:د٠ىضج
صٛس٠ز
ثالخٛثْ
أعٛأ ِٓ
د٠ىضجصٛس٠ز
ِذجسن

ِ15جسط

صٛثفك( ؽًّ
ؽّ١غ
ثالفضثح) -
سلجدز
ثٌذشٌّجْ ٌُ
ّ٠غً ثاللذجه

لن١ز ثٌغجءٔغذز ثٌؼّجي
ِٓ ثٌذشٌّجْ
ف ٟثٌذعضٛس
ثٌمجدَ

دغجَ
سِنجْ،
أفّذ
ثٌؾٕذٞ
دثٚٚد:
صٛثفك إلٌغجء
ٔغذز ثٌؼّجي
دجٌذشٌّجْ

ِ15جسط

ثٌٛعو
ثٌمذط-ٟ
ِؼجل-ٓ١
ثٌقذٚد
ثالعالِ١ز-
ص٠ف -دٌٚز
د١ٕ٠ز-

لن١ز صمذُ٠
فضح ثٌٕٛس
ٌّمضشؿ
دضطذ١ك
دٌٚز ِذٔ١ز-
لجٔ ْٛفذ
لجٔ -ْٛسدع
ثٌقشثدز

سفل
لذطٟ
ٌّؾشٚع
لجٔ ْٛفذ
ثٌقشثدز

عؼ١ذ
فؾجصٞ

ِ15جسط

ثخض١جس
ِشؽـ
ثٌشةجعز

دغجَ
سِنجْ
ٚثفّذ
ثٌؾٕذٞ
ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز:
ثٌىً عٍ١ضضَ
دّشؽـ
ثٌقضح
ثٌشةجعٟ

ِ 15جسط

ِٛمٛع
ثٌٍؾٕز
ثٌضأع١غ١ز
ٌٍذعضٛس

ثٌقش٠ش:ٞ
ثٌذعضٛس فٟ
ؽشثح
ِشؽذ
ثالخٛثْ

فقف

ِ 14جسط

فكثٌضظج٘ش
ثِجَ ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ
ِٕٚغ ثٌٕٛثح
ِٓ ثٌذخٛي

فؾّش:
عخ ثٌٕٛثح
ِخطو
ٌض١١ٙؼ
ثٌؾؼخ

سمج عالِز

ِ 14جسط

صغ١١ش ثٌّجدر
ثٌغجٔ١ز ِٓ
ثٌذعضٛس ِٓ
ِذجدا
ثٌؾش٠ؼز
الفىجَ
ثٌؾش٠ؼز
ِذجدا
ثٌؾش٠ؼز-
ثعالِ١ز
ٚعط١ز
ثفىجَ
ثٌؾش٠ؼز

ِجم :ٟال
ثٚثفك ػٍٟ
صغ١١ش ثٌّجدر
ثٌغجٔ١ز

ٍٔٙز ػذذ
ثٌخجٌك

ِ 14جسط

ثٌغجء ػظز
ثٌذجدج ؽٕٛدر
دؼذ ٔقجةـ
ثالهذجء

ػذذ ثٌ٘ٛجح
ؽؼذجْ

ثٌّٛلفِٓ ثٌّجدر
ثٌغجٔ١ز فٟ
ثٌذعضٛس
ٚثٌخجفز
دجٌؾش٠ؼز
ثالعالِ١ز
ٌغ١ش
ثٌّغٍّ-ٓ١
ثفقجح
ثٌذ٠جٔجس
ِخ١فز-دٌٚز
ثٌغّج٠ٚز-
ِغٍّز.
ثٌٛفجق-
ثٌذٌٚز ٌ١ظ
ٌٙج د-ٓ٠
د ٓ٠ثٌذٌٚز
ثالعالَ
ٌ١غش وٍّز

ثٌض:ٟٕ٠
ثٌّجدر ثٌغجٔ١ز
ِٓ ثٌذعضٛس
ِخ١فز

ِٕجس عجٌُ

ِ 14جسط

ِ 14جسط
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ثٌغجء لجٔ-ْٛ
فً
ثٌّؾٍظ-
سؽجي ثٌذٓ٠
ٌُ ٠ضقشوٛث
ٌضخف١ف ثالَ
ثالدجء-

صغ١١ش
لٛثٔٓ١
ثالفٛثي
ثٌؾخق١ز
ثٌمٞٛ
ٌٍّغٍّ،ٓ١
ثٌٛهٕ١ز-
ٚثٌّغ١قٓ١١

ٍِغّْٛ
ٚثلذجه
٠طجٌذٛث
دضؼذً٠
ثالفٛثي
ثٌؾخق١ز

ثالء
ثٌّقش،ٞ
ؽٍّ١ز ػٍٟ

ِ 13جسط

ف١ذ-ٛ٠
فؾجص:ٞ
ِقش صغ١ش
ػىظ
ثالصؾجٖ

ٚفذ ثخٛثٟٔ
٠ضٚس
ثٌىٕ١غز
ثٌىجع١ٌٛى١ز
دجالعىٕذس٠ز

ثٌضأخ-ٟ

صىضُ وٕغٟ
ػٓ ثٌض٠جسٖ-
فذ٠ظ
لق١ش-

صؼج-ْٚ
ثٌضقجَ-
صض-ٓ١٠
صط٠ٛش
هٛثةف-
ثٌخطجح
ِغٍّٓ١
ثٌذ -ٟٕ٠لُ١
ِٚغ١قٓ١١
ثخالل١ز-
–
ِؾضّؼ١ز-
فغجع١جس-
ثٌضؼجْٚ
ثصِجس-
ثػضقجِجس-

ف١جغز
ثٌذعضٛس،
فش٠ز
ثٌؼم١ذر

ص٠جسر ِشؽذ
ثالخٛثْ
ٌٍذجدج ؽٕٛدٖ

الٚي ِشر
ف ٟصجس٠خ
ثٌؾّجػز:
دذ٠غ ٠ضٚس
ثٌذجدج
ٌإلهّتٕجْ
ػٍ ٟفقضٗ

ِضجدؼجس

ؽ١شٓ٠
هج٘ش

ػذذ ثٌ٘ٛجح
ؽؼذجْ

ِجسط12

ِ7جسط

ِ7جسط

ثٌخذش
ِفٛٙ١ػ ثٞ
فشف ػٓ
ٚمغ
ثاللذجه فٟ
خطز
ثالخٛثْ،

صؾىٌ ً١ؾٕز
ٌٛمغ
ثٌذعضٛس
ثٌذثةُ

فؾّش:
عٕضمذَ
دّمضشؿ
ٌضؾىٌ ً١ؾٕز
ثٌذ٠ضٛس غذث

ثفّذ ػذذ
ثٌؼظُ١

ِ2جسط

ثٌّؾجسوز
ثٌُ
ثٌغ١جع١ز -ؽجس
وز
ثالٔضخجدجس
ثٌظ
ثٌذشٌّجٔ١ز
٠جط
٠ز
ٌال
لذجثٌٛفذر
ِذٔ١ز-
هثٌٛهٕ١ز-
صؼذد٠ز-
ثٌمجٔ-ْٛ
ثخالق-
ؽش٠ؼز-
ثٌذعضٛس-
ثلذجه-
ث٠ؾجد١ز-
فش٠جس-
فضح ِذٟٔ
صفجػً-
فش٠ز
رِ ٚشؽؼ١ز
ِقذٗ-
ثٌضٕمً-
ثعالِ١ز
صغجِـ-
فش٠ز ثٌفىش-
لجٔ ْٛدٚس
مّ١ش-
ثٌؼذجدٖ-
فالؿ ٚػجًِ
ع١جدر

٠ؾخ صؾىً١
صأع١غ١ز
ثٌذعضٛس ِٓ
ٔٛثح
ثٌذشٌّجْ

-

وجًِ ٠ذػٛ
ثاللذجه ثٌٟ
ِؾجسوز
ع١جع١ز
ث٠ؾجد١ز

ػذذ ثٌّٕؼُ
فؾجص،ٞ
٠ق ٟ١سؽجد

ِشٚثْ ثدٛ
ص٠ذ

ثغٍذ١زٕ٘ :ج
وٍّز ع١تز،
ٚخقٛفج ًّ
ثْ ثالغٍذ١ز
ِفٙ١جػ
ِغ١ق،ٓ١١
ٚثٌقذ٠ظ

صؾىً١
ثٌٍؾٕز
ثٌضأعغ١ز
ٌٍذعضٛس

ِقطفٟ
ػ١ذ
ٚثؽشف
ثٌقذثد
ٔذٚر فٛي
دشٔجِؼ
فضح ثٌٛفذ
دّشوض
ؽذجح
دعٛق

 26فذشث٠ش

 25فذشث٠ش

23فذشث٠ش

ثعضقٛثر-
ثغٍذ١ز-ثلٍ١ز-
ثفضىجسِٓ -
د5 ٓ١
ٔجعف ٟثٌخذش
ثٌققفٟ
ثعضؾٙذ

صؾىً١
ثٌٍؾٕز
ثٌضأعغ١ز
ٌٍذعضٛس

ٔجدٗ٠
ِطجٚع،
ٚػذذ
ثٌ٘ٛجح
ع١جع:ْٛ١
ؽؼذجْ
ٔشفل
ثعضقٛثر
ثغٍذ١ز
ثٌذشٌّجْ
ػٌٍ ٟؾٕز
ثٌذعضٛس

 23فذشث٠ش

ِقطفٟ
ثٌغؼ١ذ:
ثاللضقجد
٠غشق
ٚثٌقىِٛز
ثالةضالف١ز
ثعضٕضثف
ٟ٘
ثٌقً
ثاللضقجد،
ثالِغً
ٚثٌّخجهش
ثٌضٟ
٠ضؼشك ٌٙج
ثاللضقجد
ثٌّقشٞ
ٔض١ؾز ػذَ
ثالعضمشثس
ثٌغ١جعٟ

ثٌضٛػ١ز
ثٌغ١جع١ز
ٚثٌضؼذتز
ثٌقضد١ز

مذجه ؽ١ؼ
ٚثلذجه
ٚػّجي ثِجَ
ِىضخ
ثٌٕجةخ ثٌؼجَ

ثفّذ فّذٞ

أفّذ
و١الٟٔ

ثعضخذثَ
وٍّز ثلذجه:
ِؾىٍز ،
ِمضً-
صش٠ٚغ

فش٠زثٌضؼذ١ش:
ثٌقك فٟ
ثٌضظج٘ش

ثؽشف
وّجي

 22فذشث٠ش

 21فذشث٠ش

 18فذشث٠ش
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ؽٍغجس
ػشف١ز،
ٔضثػجس-
ثفذثط
هجةف١ز-
فشلٛث-
ٔٙذٛث-

فش٠ز
ثالػضمجد ،
فش٠ز
ثٌضٕمً-
ثٌؼاللز دٓ١
ثٌّغٍّٓ١
ٚثٌّغ١قٓ١١
فِ ٟقش
ع١جدر
ثٌمجْٔٛ

صٛثفك ٌؼٛدر
ثالعش
ثٌّغ١ق١ز
ثٌّٙؾشر
ٌٍؼجِش٠ز

صٙؾ١ش-
ؽٍغز
ثٌقٍـ
ثٌؼشف١ز-
صٛثفم١ز

ثٌؼاللز دٓ١
ثٌّغٍّٓ١
ٚثٌّغ١قٓ١١
فِ ٟقش
ع١جدر
ثٌمجٔ-ْٛ

فش٠ز
ثالػضمجد

ن١ِٔٛ.ضٛس:
ؽٍغجس
ثٌقٍـ ٌٓ
صقً لنج٠ج
ثاللذجه

فّذٞ
ِذجسص

ػذذ ثٌ٘ٛجح
ؽؼذجْ

 16فذشث٠ش

 16فذشث٠ش

ػذَ ثٌغمز-
ثٌضقش٠ل-
صسع ثٌفضٕز
ثٌطجةف١ز،
ثٌؼٕقش٠ز-
صأؽ١ؼ-

فش٠ز
ثٌضؾّغ-
ثٌّؾضّغ
ثٌّذٔ،ٟ
لن١ز
ثٌّٕظّجس
ثالؽٕذ١ز فٟ
ِقش

ثٌضقم١مجس:
فش٠ذَٚ
٘جٚط
ػٍّش ػٍٟ
ٔؾش ثٌفضٕز
ثٌطجةف١ز

ػذذ ثٌ٘ٛجح
ؽؼذجْ

صط١ٙش
ػشل-ٟ
سثد٠ىجٌ-ٓ١١
صٛثهؤ-
٠أِٓ -ثعٛأ-
ثاللذجه-
ثالفضمجْ

ثٌّغجٚثر دٓ١
ثٌّغ١قٓ١
ٚثٌّغٍّٓ١
فِ ٟقش
ؽٙذثء
ثٌّقش-ٓ١٠

فش٠ز
ثالػضمجد

ثلذجه
ثٌّٙؾش:
ٚمغ
ثاللذجه ثألْ
ثعٛأ ِٓ
ث٠جَ ِذجسن

فقف

 16فذشث٠ش

 14فذشث٠ش

صٙؾ١ش،
صخش٠خ- ،
ثفشثق-
غ١ذج ثٌذٌٚز-
لنجء
ػشف-ٟ
ثٌٕظضُ

ثٌؼاللز دٓ١
ثٌّغٍّٓ١
ٚثٌّغ١قٓ١١
فِ ٟقش

فش٠ز
ثالػضمجد

ٔجدٗ٠
ِطجٚع
ٚػذذ
ثٌ٘ٛجح
ثصمقٟ
ؽؼذجْ
ثٌقمجةك:
ٌّٙؾشٓ٠
دجٌؼجِش٠ز
ثلجِٛث ِغ
ِغٍّٓ١

 14فذشث٠ش

هؼٓ-
ثعضذؼجد

ثدسثػ

ِؾجسوز
ع١جع١ز

ثٌقىُ
دجدسثػ
لجةّز ثٌٛفذ
ٌٍؾٛسٞ
دجاللقش

ثِ١ش
ثٌقشثف

 13فذشث٠ش

ثالِضٕجع ػٓ
صؾىً١
ثفضثح
د١ٕ٠ز
ثمطٙجد-
ثػضذثءثس-
ثٔمغجِجس-
لّغ

ثٌّؾجسوز
ثٌغ١جع١ز

دٛعش:
ِغ١قٛ١
ِقش ال
٠ذػّْٛ
فضدج ًّ ع١جع١ج ًّ
ٌُٙ

فّضر
فالؿ

 10فذشث٠ش

وٍّز "فضح
عج٠ٚشط"
ٌٙج ِنّْٛ
عٍذٌٍ ٟغج٠ز.

ػق١جْ
ِذٔ11 :ٟ
فذشث٠ش
2012

فجدط ثٌُ١

ثٌؼاللز دٓ١
ثٌّغٍّٓ١
ٚثٌّغ١قٓ١١
فِ ٟقش-
صمقٟ
فجدعز وٕ١غز
ثٌقم١مز
ثٌمذ٠غٓ١

ثٌّؾجسوز
ثٌغ١جع١ز،
ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾٛسٞ

دعضٛس٠ز
ثالفضثح
ثٌذ١ٕ٠ز

ِفجؽأر..
ثٌذٌٚز صذػُ
ثإلخٛثْ
ٚثٌغٍف ٓ١١دـ
ِ 4الٓ١٠
ؽٕ١ِٛ٠ ٗ١ج ًّ
لن١ز
ثٔجد١خ
ثٌذٛصجؽجص

صأ١٠ذ ٚثعغ
ٌّشؽقٟ
ثٌٛفذ
دجالعّجػ١ٍ١ز

دعضٛس٠ز
ثالفضثح
ثٌذ١ٕ٠ز صٙذد
دقً
ثٌذشٌّجْ

فضح
عج٠ٚشط
٠ضنجِٓ ِغ
ثٌذػٛر
ٌالمشثح

ٚالء ٔؼّز
هللا

ػّش ثٌٕ١جي

ٚالء ٚف١ذ

فغجَ
ثٌغ٠ٛفٟ
هٍخ
دشٌّجٔٝ
ٌنُ وٕ١غز
ثٌمذ٠غٓ١
ٌٍؾٕز صمقٝ
ثٌقمجةك

أ.ػ.أ

 9فذشث٠ش

 7فذشث٠ش

 3فذشث٠ش

 5فذشث٠ش

 3فذشث٠ش
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ثٌقك فٟ
ثٌضظج٘ش
مذ
ثالخٛثْ،
ثِجَ
ثٌذشٌّجْ

ثٌغٛثس فٟ
ِٛثؽٙز
ثالخٛثْ
ثِجَ
ثٌذشٌّجْ

ِقّٛد فج٠ذ

 1فذشث٠ش

لضشثؿ
«ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز»
دفشك
مشثةخ
ػٍٟ
فشك
ثٌذٛسفز
مشثةخ
٠ؾذد
ػٍٟ
ِخجٚف
ثٌذٛسفز
ثٔضىجط
ثٌغٛق

فالؿ ثٌذٓ٠
ػذذ هللا

ٕ٠ 29ج٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾٛسٞ

ِٛثؽٙز «
ثٌفغجد" ػٍٟ
سأط فٍّز
لجةّز ثٌٛفذ
ف ٟثٔضخجدجس
ثٌؾٛسٞ
دجٌذل١ٍٙز

ػضر فّٟٙ

ٕ٠ 28ج٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾٛسٞ

صٕجفظ ثٌٛفذ
ٚثالعالِٓ١١
ػٍِ ٟمجػذ
ثٌؾٛسٞ
دجٌذل١ٍٙز

ِقّذ
ثٌطج٘ش

ٕ٠ 27ج٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾٛسٞ

ِشؽقٛ
ثٌٛفذ
٠ىغفْٛ
ؽٛالصُٙ
دجٌغ٠ٛظ

ػذذ هللا
م١ف

ٕ٠ 27ج٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾٛسٞ

لجةّز ثٌٛفذ
ٌّشؽقٟ
ثٌؾٛسٞ
صؾٛح
ثف١جء
ثالعىٕذس٠ز

ثِ١شر
ػٛك

ٕ٠ 27ج٠ش

ؽٙذثء –
صنق١ز-
لقجؿ
ػجدي

لن١ز
ؽٙذثء
ِجعذ١شٚ

ػذذ ثٌفضجؿ:
دذ ٓ٠أفذ
ثٌّغؤٌٓ١
ػٓ لضً
ثٌّضظج٘شٓ٠
دّجعذ١شٚ

ع١ذ ثٌؾٛسر

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾٛسٞ

ٔقجس
ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز
٠ذػّْٛ
ِشؽقٝ
"ثٌؾٛس"ٜ
دؾٛالس فٝ
ثٌفَٛ١

ٍٔٙز ػذذ
ثٌخجٌك

ٕ٠ 20ج٠ش

ٕ٠ 20ج٠ش

ثٌغٛسر
ٔؾقش-
فممش
ِىجعذٙج
ٕ٘جن ِٓ
ع١قجٚي
ثؽؼجي
(ثٌفضٕز).

ف١ذٛ٠
..دذ٠غ:
ِمجمجر
ثٌضقٛي
ثٌؼغىشٜ
ثٌذّٛ٠لش
فك
ثه-ٟ
ٌٍذشٌّجْ
دٚس
ٚفذٖ
ثٌذشٌّجْ

٠ش ٜأْ
ثٌغٛسر
ٔؾقش
ٚفممش
أ٘ذثفٙج

ثصِز

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾٛسٞ

ثصِز ثٔجد١خ
ثٌذٛصجؽجص

ثٌغشح-
ِقجسدز-
صأِش-
فّجط/فٍظ
ه -ٓ١عشق
ثٌغٛسر-
فشفز ِغٍّج

دّٛ٠لشثه١ز
 ؽفجف١ز-ف١جد

لن١ز -
ثخض١جس
ِشؽـ
ٌٍشةجعز
-

ثصِز دْٛ٠
ِقش

ِؾىٍز دْٛ٠
ِقش عذذٙج
فغجد ثٌٕظجَ
ثٌذجةذ

ِؾجؽشر دٓ١
ثٔقجس ثٌٛفذ
ٚثٔقجس
ثٌٕٛس دمٕج

خٛفج ًّ ِٓ
ِؤثِشثس
ثٌغشح،
ثالخٛثٌْٓ :
ٔذػُ
ِشؽقج ًّ
ثعالِ١ج ًّ
ٌٍشةجعز

ِقّٛد فج٠ذ

ثِ١ش ػٛك

ثِ١ش
ثٌقشثف

ِقّٛد فج٠ذ

ٕ٠ 20ج٠ش

ٕ٠ 20ج٠ش

ٕ٠ 20ج٠ش

ٕ٠ 20ج٠ش
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ٚسٚد ثعُ
عج٠ٚشط
ٛ٠ف ٟدجْ
عج٠ٚشط
ِّغً ٌىً
ثٌّغ١قٓ١١
ف ٟثسثةز!

ثٔضمجد
عج٠ٚشط
دغذخ
صقش٠قج
صٗ ػٓ
ثٌقؾجح

ف١ذ..ٛ٠
ِٕقٛس ٠ضٍٛ
آ٠ز ثٌقؾجح
ػٍٝ
عج٠ٚشط

سؽج فّذٞ

ٕ٠ 12ج٠ش

ثٌؾّجػجس
ثٌغٍف١ز-
صمٍ١ذ
ثٌغؼٛد٠ز-
دٕه ثٌضوجر-
ثٌض١جس
ثٌ٘ٛجد-ٟ

فىشر دٕه
ثٌضوجر ثٌضٟ
هشفٙج
ٔجةخ ػٓ
ثالص٘ش
فضح ثٌٕٛس
دؼٍّجةز
ثٌغٍفٟ
ٚٚعط١ضٗ-

أص٘شْٛ٠
٠شفنْٛ
إٔؾجء"ٚصثس
"ر ٌٍضوجر

دذس٠ز هٗ
فغٓ١

ٕ٠ 12ج٠ش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ثٌقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز
٠غّٝ
ثٌىضجصٕٝ
سة١غج ًّ
ٌٍذشٌّجْ

فقف

ٕ٠ 12ج٠ش

ثٌٍ١ذشثٌ١ز
٘ ٟثٌقش٠ز-
فش٠ز ثٌذ-ٓ٠
ٌُ ٠غ١ظ
ثٌذ-ٓ٠

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍؼ
ثٌؾؼخ

ِغ١شر
فجؽذر
ٚثعضمذجي
ؽؼذٌ ٝمجةّز
ثٌٛفذ
دجٌذل١ٍٙز

ِقّذ هج٘ش

 31د٠غّذش

فش٠ز
ثالػضمجد-
ثٌؼاللز
دٓ١
ثٌّغٍّٓ١
ٚثٌّغ١ـ
 ٓ١٠فٟ
ِقش
ثػضزثس-
مذو
ثٌٕفظ-
ٌؾجْ ؽؼذ١ز
فضٕز هجةف١ز-
ثصدسثء
ثد٠جْ

فذظ لذطٝ
دأعٛ١ه 4
أ٠جَ الصدسثء
ثألد٠جْ

فضٕز هجةف١ز-
ثصدسثء
ثالد٠جْ-

فش٠ز
ثالػضمجد-
ثٌؼاللز
دٓ١
ثٌّغٍّٓ١
ٚثٌّغ١ـ
 ٓ١٠فٟ
ِقش

ِطجٌخ
دّقجوّز
"ثٌّغ١ق"ٝ
ثٌّضغذخ فٝ
فضٕز أعٛ١ه

ِقّذ
ِّذٚؿ

ِقّذ
ِّذٚؿ

 31د٠غّذش

 31د٠غّذش

لن١ز لضً
ثٌّضظج٘شٓ٠

ثٌذٍضجؽ:ٟ
عٕغضؾٛح
ثٌّؾ١ش أِجَ
ثٌذشٌّجْ

فقف

 31د٠غّذش

ثٔخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ِشؽقٛ
ثٌٛفذ
دجٌذل١ٍٙز:صـ
ع ٓ١ثٌضؼٍُ١
أُ٘ أ٠ٌٛٚجصٕج

عّج
ثٌؾجفؼٟ

 31د٠غّذش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ثٌؾّؼز"" ..
"ثٌذذ"ٞٚ
ٍ٠م ٟخطجدج ًّ
ِّٙج ًّ فٟ
ِؤصّش ثٌٛفذ
دجٌّٕقٛسر

 21د٠غّذش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

فضح
ثٌٕٛس
٠مذً
ؽّ١غ
ثالٌ١جس
–
ثٌذّٛ٠لش
دٚس
ثه١زػذجدٖ-
فىُ ٌ١ظ
ػذي-
ثٌؾؼخ
صىف١شٞ
ٌٍؾؼخ.
وٍّز
(ثاللذجه)-
فّج٠ز
ثٌٛٙ١د
ٚثٌٕقجس-ٞ
فضٌٛ ٟ
صذغل

ِشؽقٛ
ثٌٛفذ
دجٌؾشل١ز:
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ
ثٌمجدَ صىٍ١ف
١ٌٚظ
صؾش٠فج

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ف١ذ .ٛ٠فضح
ثٌٕٛس:
ٔشفل فىُ
ثٌؾؼخ
ٌٍؾؼخ

ثٌٛفذ ِ١ذ٠ج

٠جعش
ِطشٞ

ثوضخ "
فٍّه"..
ٌٍقش٠ز
ٚثٌؼذثٌز
دؾّجي
عٕ١جء

ػذذ ثٌؼض٠ض
ِقّٛد

 21د٠غّذش

 11د٠غّذش

 11د٠غّذش
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ثعضؼالء-
ِقٍقز
ثٌؾّجػز لذً
ِقٍقز
ِقش

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

أد٠خ:
أفضشَ
ثٌغٍفٚ ٓ١١ال
أعك
دجإلخٛثْ

سؽج فّذٞ

 11د٠غّذش

ِؾجسوز ال
ثلقجء

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ-
فؼٛد
ثالخٛثْ

ِقشْٛ٠
٠مضشفْٛ
صغ١١ش أعّجء
ثألفالَ إرث
فىُ
""ثإلخٛثْ

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

أد ٛص٠ذ فٝ
ِؤصّش
ؽّج٘١شٜ
فجؽذ ٌمجةّز
ثٌٛفذ
دجٌّقٍز

فشثػ دذ٠ش،
سمٞٛ
خنش

س٠ٚضشص

ػٍّجٔ-ٓ١١
ِضؾذد-ٓ٠
صغط١ز
ثٌضّجعً١
ثٌفشػ١ٔٛز-
ثفٓ١١ٌٛ
ِضؾذدٓ٠

ثٔضخجدجس
ِؾٍظ
ثٌؾؼخ

ف١ذ.ٛ٠ػجوف
 :والَ أد٠خ
ال لّ١ز ٌٗ

ِقّذ عؼذ
ٚثفّذ ثدٛ
فجٌـ

 11د٠غّذش

 11د٠غّذش

 11د٠غّذش
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